Trail of Squirrels

Mini amusement park

Green house of tropical birds

You might see squirrels run around

You can enjoy Merry-go-round,

Let's find Guineafowls and Knysna

freely and break a hard walnut.

teacup, Shinkansen, dummy horse.

Turacos which is hiding behind the

Do not feed them. 9:30-16:30

9:30-16:45(tickets sold by 16:35)

leaves of vine plants, Dracaena, and
Tropical plants like Palm trees.
9:30-16:30
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Asian Elephant
Popular elephant, Hanako came from
Thai land in 1949 when she was two
years old. She is an elephant that

Main
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has the longest breeding period in
Japan. She moved from Ueno to
Inokashira in 1954.

Amur Cat
It came to our zoo in 2000 in

The Japanese Bird House has many different

commemoration of the 10th

ig ear
The secret of the b

Forest of wild birds
kinds of birds on exhibit, and it is best
suited for studying before bird watching.
Please compare the variety of different
colored feathers at Copper Pheasant House.

Museum

Seoul City. It has been bred well
since then.

is…

Spaces for exhibits, lectures, and origami

friendship anniversary of Tokyo and

classes. There are patio and lease meeting
rooms. 9:30-16:30

Children's Play Area
Fennec

(Swing park)

Canine that lives in Sahara desert.
Their big ears help diffusing the

Lakeside
Park

heat. It is the fox that appears in
'Prince in the star'.

Aquatic Life House
There are exhibits on comparison of the
Inokashira pond in old times and today, and
different aspects of the fish along the river
focused mainly on Japanese freshwater
organisms. 9:30-16:45

Metropolitan bitterling

Guinea pig’s petting zoo

It is Japan ' s freshwater fish which was

We will teach you the correct way

designated as a protected species in 1974. It

to hold. Please feel the guinea pig’

is in danger of extinction nowadays.

s heart beat and warmth.
10:00-12:00, 13:00-15:00

Hooded Crane

It is one of the endangered species.
The ones succeed in breeding in
J a p a n a re o n l y i n t h re e p l a ce s
including our zoo.

Mandarin Duck

Male winter plumage is especially
beautiful, and there are shapes like
the leaf of Ginkgo.

○Nursing room and First aid is in the
administration office.
○Three smoking areas in the main park; one
in the subdivided park
○We have several wheelchairs prepared.

